USER MANUAL

Facial Cleansing Machine
by Spa Savvy

KIT CONTENTS

• Facial Cleansing Machine
• Interchangeable attachments:
- Exfoliating Cleaning Brush
- Relaxing/Massaging Sponge Attachment

FEATURES

• Off Button
• High or Low Speed
• Cordless Unit
• Waterproof
• Requires two AA batteries (not included)
• Exfoliates, smooths & softens skin
• Tightens & reduces size of pores
• Supports the reduction of fine lines & dark spots
• Eliminates dirt, makeup & oil
• Can be used with your favorite cleansers
• Safe & effective for all skin types
• Recommended by dermatologists
• Priced Affordably

GETTING STARTED

• Remove battery door
• Insert batteries according to the diagram
• Reattach battery door
• Attach brush or sponge by lining up the clip portion of the attachment
with the dip on the massage unit
• Read all instructions before use

TO USE:

• Remove eye makeup by hand
• Wet skin and brush head with warm water
• Liberally apply cleanser to skin and/or brush
• Press the power button
• Gently move the brush using a small circular motion
• Keep brush flush to skin; apply only light pressure
• To adjust speed, slide the lever on the top of the
massager to the High or Low position
• To turn off, press the power button

PRECAUTIONS

To reduce the risk of electrocution or injury:
1. Make sure battery case is completely sealed before exposing the unit
to water
2. Avoid submerging unit in water
3. Do not use attachments not recommended by manufacturer
4. Keep away from heated surfaces
5. Do not operate if unit is damaged

SKIN CARE

If you are under a doctor’s care for any skin condition or if you think you
may have a skin condition, please consult your physician before using the
Spa Savvy Facial Cleansing Massager.
We recommend that you do not share brush heads.
Do not use with jagged exfoliating particles such as shells.
Do not use on eyes.

MAINTENANCE

Using the Facial Cleansing Massager to remove makeup may stain the
bristles, but will not affect performance. If discoloration occurs, clean the
brush head with soap and water.
Store in a dry place.

